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the shape and gravity of the crisis varied a good deaL A look
at the global picture, however, showed that Americans had
not been the only dupes of hit-or-miss prosperity, the Re-
publicans not the sole villains of 1929, nor the Democrats
the exclusive heroes of 1933.
Refusal to admit this fact of economic interdependence was
never shown more clearly than by the Hawley-Smoot tariff
of June, 1930, in itself an aggravation of the crisis* The
armistice of 1918 found the United States for the first time
in history a great creditor country* At the same time its cit-
izens* private investments abroad were growing so rapidly
that from a prewar total of three billion dollars they had
swollen to fourteen by 1932. A mighty producing nation,
America naively construed foreign commerce as the right to
sell, with little or no obligation to buy in exchange. Indeed,
the nightmare of foreign dumping led both farmers and in-
dustrialists to clamor for the highest protective rates yet
known and to obtain them in 1930 at an average of forty per
cent. President Hoover wished to limit the bill chiefly to a
few agricultural commodities, but he was overborne.
Abroad the Hawley-Smoot act was interpreted as a decla-
ration of economic war. It met such prompt retaliatory tar-
iffs, quotas and anti-American embargoes that by 1932
twenty-five governments had joined in the reprisal, thus
halving the volume of United States exports. The vicious
spiral held another twist. To escape this threat of boycott,
American manufacturers during the first two years of the
Hawley-Smoot act set up two hundred and fifty-eight sep-
arate factories in foreign countries, including seventy-one
across the Canadian line.
What the average American thought about these matters
depended largely upon his region, politics and business.
Southerners had always been taught to regard high tariffs as
iniquitous, but in the industrial North and agricultural Mid-
west "protection" still exercised its charm. No doubt many
solid citizens would have echoed an editorial in Middle-

